Примерные высказывания по темам Oral reports7 form
Unıt 3 ‘Charity’
Showing how much you care is necessary. I like being involved in different charity events, because when I help needy
people voluntarily I feel awesome and happy. I learn people’s feelings and needs and become a more caring person.
In Russia there are many charity organisations to help elderly, needy people and even orphans. For example, there is
a charity organization for children who has cancer, it is called “Nastenka”. There is also a fundraising organization
called “Donate a life” – Podari Jizn founded by an actress Chulpan Khamatova to help children with severe disabilities.
I know that Konstantin Khabenskiy, he is a very famous Russian actor, also has been donating money for people with
cancer for many years.
However (однако), I think that charity and volunteering are not so popular in our country. There live lots of very rich
people in our country who would help thousands of Russians in need.
My school sometimes organizes a charity fair and I never say “no” when our school needs volunteers to clean the
school playground or take part in a charity run. My parents don’t make me take part in charity, they let me decide on
my own. I don’t have much money to donate but I believe that even a small contribution can make a big difference.
For example, I can clean the park, pick up litter from the school playground or plant some trees and flowers. I don’t
get money for that I enjoy helping.
I think showing sympathy to other people is really good.

Unit 2 “My ambitions and abilities”
I am fourteen (14) years old. My parents say that I am a talented person, because I have
musical/sport/drawing/acting/scientific (выбрать) abilities. I am very good at playing football/playing basketball
/playing volleyball /playing tennis /practicing karate /practising taekwondo/ practising judo /painting /drawing
/singing /dancing /learning poems by heart. I want to become a famous pianist/ a famous football player/ a famous
boxer/ a famous scientist /a famous singer / a famous dancer / a famous painter / a famous producer / a famous actor
(or actress) /a very good pilot (выбрать).
To achieve my goal I need practise a lot, work hard and never give up. Then, for sure one day I will be a famous singer
or a top sportsman, the best student or the number one player.
I have trained properly and tried to set any record but I haven’t achieved it yet. My ambition is to win a gold or silver
medal (если цель-спорт), to win a song contest/ to win a competition/ to become a top specialist (выбрать) in the
area I am good at. I always enjoy going in for many things as sports, music, painting, but it is impossible to have abilities
in every field of interest. Besides, it is necessary to practice hard to be really good at something. So it is important to
choose something definite and pursue your dream.
All in all, I should study more seriously to get better results and to be a top specialist.

Samara is my native city.
1. Now I want to tell you about my native city Samara.
2. To begin up with, it’s started in1586, when Duke Gregory Zassekin founded a
fortress on the banks of two rivers the Volga and Samara.
3. Many interesting things about history, geography and nature we can find in
Samara regional museum of history named after Pyotr Alabin.

4. Samara is a big political and industrial center and has a lot of interesting places,
for example, Kuibyshev Square, the main city square.
5. Kuibyshev Square is the place of official meeting, parades. It is considered to be
the largest square in Europe
6. Glory Square with the eternal fire and Samarskaya, are also very popular places
7. Our railway station which is opened in 2001, indeed deserves to be one of the
biggest in Europe.
8. Samara Embankment, the longest in Russia, is one of the main sights of the city.
More than 7 km. of beaches and green alleys for walkers.
9. More than that, Samara is an aerospace city. One of the most recognizable
landmarks in the city is carrier rocket “Soyuz” . My city is a world leader in the
design of launch vehicles, spacecraft, and space systems.
10. Samara as a cultural center has an opera and ballet theater, a philharmonic
orchestra hall, and five drama theaters.
11.The building of the Drama Theater theatre was designed by the architect M.
Chichagov and was constructed in 1888. It is one of the oldest theatres in Volga
region.
12.It is important to stress … – Важно подчеркнуть Samara has been chosen one of the
cities to host the 2018 World Cup
13.There will be built one of the most futuristic stadiums in Russia- Cosmos Arena.
14.No doubt(несомненно) или It goes without saying… - Само собой разумеется, I am
proud of my hometown, its past and future.
Unit 6 “My country”
I am Russian and I am proud of my country. I love its natural beauty, forests, rivers, landscapes and of course its cultural
diversity.
My country is famous for long-term space exploration and for creating a real spacecraft. Yuriy Gagarin was the first
Russian cosmonaut [‘koz-mo-no:t] and he is recongnised as the first human being to journey into outer space. He made
a significant contribution to the space exploration program of our country. If you ask me, I think he is one of the most
famous Russians who can represent our country even though [‘Ɵou/ хотя] he is not alive anymore.
To many, Matreshka doll is another symbol of Russia. Most people believe that Matreshka is an icon of Russia. There
is a tradition among foreigners to give Matreshka doll as a gift to their friends after visiting Russia. I think Matreshka
is recognized as a part of Russian culture and it is the most typical item people buy as a souvenir from Russia. It doesn’t
matter that Matreshka doll can be of different colours and designs. It seems just fine all the time.
The third symbol of Russia is BLINY or Russian crepes [kreips]. They are cooked for Maslenitsa, a very popular Russian
festival at the end of winter. During that festival every family cook crepes and invite relatives and friends to say “I am
sorry if I was wrong” and to greet spring days in love and peace.
I am a real fan of Matreshka doll and I can eat crepes every day. Besides I am pretty proud of Gagarin. I would vote for
all three symbols of Russia because every icon is unique and has something to tell the world.

Unit 5 “My best friend”
I have never heard about the tradition of swapping friendship bracelets with friends but I like this idea. I would be
happy to make a friendship bracelet for my best friend … (имя лучшего друга, подруги). I made friends with he/she
1/2/3/4/5/10 years ago when we were children. He/she is a person who cares, who is honest and fair. He/she shares
everything with me. I can rely on him/her because he/she can keep secrets and will never betray me.

Sometimes we fall out with him/her over littler things but in an hour or so we are the best friends again. I have turned
to him/her for help many times and he/she always has been there for me.
He/she has a good sense of humour and we have the same hobbies. (какое хобби общее) ИМЯ and me swim
together/ play football together/ do our homework together/ watch films and eat popcorn together/ feed and walk
our pets (выбрать что делаете вместе). We are never bored with each other. So we often have fun together.
I find it very important that I have one person in my life that I can be absolutely myself with. Of course, I mix with my
classmates at school but classmates and true friends are not one and the same thing. I am sure that people cannot do
without friends. And I believe that our friendship with NAME (имя) will last forever.

Unit 4 “Small changes can make a big difference to the protection of the environment”

I agree that small changes can make a big difference to the protection of the environment. Schools, houses and other
buildings are often not green and eco-friendly in our country. But to become an eco-friendly person is not so difficult.
For example, I put litter in a bin because litter pollutes and spoils the environment. I make my family reuse newspapers,
plastic and glass bottles, cans, jars instead of throwing them away. Recycling saves new material and saves energy.
I also help wildlife by being more environmentally friendly. I do not disturb animals, pick flowers and leaves. Besides,
I walk to school. This can help to reduce air pollution. Air pollution cause climate change and some animals can
disappear. Some chemicals can also contribute to climate change or damage our health that is why my family and I
don’t use them. Instead of using chemicals to clean the oven or fridge my mum uses lemon juice.
Nowadays, forests are cut down. Rivers are polluted. Water is wasted. If children think that recycling, reusing and
reducing are wastes of time then all people will be in danger in the future.
Our Earth is a wonderful place and we don’t want to destroy it. Thus, everyone can make a small contribution to
protect nature.

Unit 7 “Becoming and being famous”





What to do to become famous
What helps people to become famous
Good and bad moments in being famous
Examples

There are many ways to become famous.
You can invent something like a machine or a tool [tu:l/приспособление] and people will remember you as
an inventor. For example, Thomas Alva Edison invented a light bulb [balb] (лампочка). There were lots of great
scientists who contributed much to developing sciences as Isaac Newton. Admiral Nelson is recognized as a
national hero and a real wartime leader for his heroic actions and his courage. Leo Bokeria is a modern famous
Russian surgeon who has saved and treated thousands of children with heart diseases.
So to become a famous person you need to do something outstanding and remarkable. People also become
famous for doing something for the first or the last time. Captain James Cook was the first to discover New
Zeeland. Yurkiy Gagarin was the first human being to journey into outer space in a spacecraft.
I think being famous has both good and bad sides. It is good when you have fans and many people love you
and know your name. People recognize you in the streets and give you flowers. But fans can be also noisy,
impolite and chase famous people around. Besides, famous people don’t have spare time and they are always
busy.

I don’t think that to become a hero one needs to be a soldier, an actor or a singer. My father/ my mother/my
brother/my friend/my uncle/my grandma/my sister … is my hero. He/she/it is very smart and helpful and is
always there for me. When I have a bad day he/she says that everything will be all right. When I have a sore
throat he/she treats me with lemon and honey and tries to comfort me. Ordinary people can be heroes as
well. My dad/mom/grandpa/grandma/sister/brother/ etc. is my hero for me.
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On his way to school after breakfast Tom met Huckleberry Finn, the boy who had no home,
no mother and whose father had left the town.
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St Margaret’s Chapel is the smallest and the oldest building in the Castle. In the Castle you
can see Mons Meg, very big and very old cannon. The Palace was the residence of Scottish
kings and queens.

